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MORE SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY
THROUGH RETROFITTING
In 2016, the Schützengarten AG brewery in St. Gallen replaced
all systems in the dry section, including the packaging system. In
2017, Schützengarten decided to retrofit Robatech’s hot melt adhesive systems with the automatic filling system RobaFeed 3 with
granulate container GlueFill. This way, not only did this increase
employee safety and production efficiency, but it also reduced the
risk of downtime.
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«This is awesome for our employees and makes the job a lot
easier. Safety is noticeably increased, and the employee in
the line has more time for the
cardboard boxes. Despite our
high bottling capacity, the granulate container only has to be
topped up every two hours.»
Holger Gärtner
Head of Bottling, Schützengarten brewery
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Smooth Production and More Safety
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Area Sales Manager Jürg Baumann
from Robatech is satisfied as well,
as he focuses on making sure that
Schützengarten can produce safely,
smoothly, and efficiently with an optimized solution.

Erected cardboard boxes after first bonding

Ready-to-ship cardboard box
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ROBATECH
The Robatech Group with headquarters in Muri/AG in Switzerland is a worldwide leading
provider of adhesive application systems for a variety of industry sectors. The product
portfolio of the service and technology leader for green adhesive application solutions
comprises hot melt adhesive and cold glue as well as PUR solutions. Robatech is present
in more than 70 countries. Since 1975, the company has delivered high-quality controls,
application heads, and dosing systems that are unmatched in terms of speed, precision,
and reliability.
www.robatech.com

CONTACT FOR JOURNALISTS
marketing-pl@robatech.ch
Or contact your local Robatech press contact.
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